CLASSICAL 89.5 KMFA HONORS PAVAROTTI

Tune in tonight at 6pm for a special broadcast of Luciano Pavarotti: A Performance Today Special

As is now widely known, legendary tenor Luciano Pavarotti died early this morning. He was 71 years old. The staff of KMFA quickly took steps to honor his musical legacy and share it with his many fans in Central Texas.

Every hour today KMFA has played and will play at least one selection sung by Pavarotti. Also, at 6 PM, KMFA will feature a one-hour program honoring Pavarotti: Celebrating the Life of Luciano Pavarotti: A Performance Today Special.

"Pavarotti was bigger than life and found the perfect place to display his enormous personality and talent, the opera stage. Known also for his unique collaborations with pop musicians, he managed to make opera readily accessible to a worldwide audience. Not since Enrico Caruso has a singer captured the imagination of so many. He will be missed," says General Manager Jack Allen.

Tune in to KMFA this evening at 6 for Celebrating the life Luciano Pavarotti - offering a look at the life of this operatic superstar, celebrating his amazing voice and charismatic personality through classic recordings, as well as reminiscences from soprano Joan Sutherland and Pavarotti himself.

Listeners and Central Texans are also urged to check out the KMFA web feature commemorating Pavarotti on our home page: www.kmfa.org.

Says Sara Hessel, KMFA Music Director: "Throughout the day KMFA has been receiving calls and emails from listeners asking about the great tenor. KMFA comes immediately to people’s minds when they hear news like this - and as Central Texas' 'Home for the Classics', we are proud to serve our community in this way".

Classical 89.5 KMFA is listener-supported, public radio with an all classical format incorporated in 1967, relying on 85% of its funding from direct listener and business contributions. KMFA features both local programming and nationally distributed programming from Public Radio International, American Public Media and Minnesota Public Radio.

For more information on KMFA, visit www.kmfa.org.
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